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Necessary and sufficient conditions for the decoupling of an m-input, 
m-output linear discrete time system by state variable feedback are discussed. 
The class of feedback matrices which decouple the system is characterized. 
The results are specialized for time invariant systems and compared to de- 
coupling in continuous time systems. 
INTRODUCTION 
Much has been written about the decoupling of linear multivariable 
continuous time systems [l-4]. A necessary and sufficient condition for the 
decoupling of continuous time invariant linear systems was given by Falb 
and Wolovich [l]. This has been extended to continuous time varying linear 
systems by Porter [3] and Viswanadham [4]. Systems which do not satisfy 
the above condition are considered by Gilbert [Z] and Silverman [5]. How- 
ever, all these results are limited to continuous time systems; no efforts have 
been made towards extending these results to discrete time systems. The aim 
of this paper is to present the necessary and sufficient conditions for discrete 
time systems. Based on these results the class of feedback matrices which 
decouple the system is characterized. The results can easily be specialized 
for time invariant systems [6]. 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Consider the discrete linear dynamical system 
x(k + 1) = 4th + 1, k) 44 + r(k) u(k), 
Y(k) = w 44 
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where x(k) is a real n vector representing the state of the system. y(K) and 
u(k) are real m vectors representing system output and input, respectively. 
4(k + 1, k), r(k) and W) are matrices of compatible dimensions. Let 
F’(k) and G(k) be m x n and m x m matrices for all integers K E [K, , Kf - I]. 
Then the input to the system using state variable feedback is 
u(k) = F(k) x(k) + G(k) 4) 
where the m vector w(k) is the reference input. 
The closed loop system of Eqs. (l)-(3) is given by 
(3) 
where 
x(k + 1) = @(K + 1, k) s(R) + P(R) w(K), (4) 
Y(k) = 44 44 (5) 
cb”(k+‘,k)=W+ ‘,k)++)W), (6) 
P(k) = T(k) G(k). (7) 
Consider the functional 
./i(k) = A(k) 44, i = 1, 2,.. ., m, (8) 
where &(k) is the i-th row of $(k). 
It is evident that 
Jdk) = y,(k). (9) 
Let dJi,j(k) be the increment in Ji(k + 1) due to any variation dwj(k) in 
wj(k) and let dJ(k) represent the matrix with elements dJi,j(k). 
DEFINITION. The system given by Eqs. (1) and (2) is said to be uniformly 
decoupled fork E [k, , k, - I], if and only if, 
(i) the variation in yi(k + 1) due to any variation in wj(k), j f i is 
identically zero for k E [k, , kf - 11; and 
(ii) the variation in yi(k + 1) due to any variation in wi(k) is not zero 
for kE[k,,,kf- 11. 
Mathematically, 
dJi,j(k) = 0, i#j, 
and 
~Ji,i(k) f 0, i,j=1,2 ,..., m, ke[ko,kf- I]. 
With these preliminaries the main results are illustrated below. 
(‘0) 
(1’) 
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MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. For the system given by Eqs. (1) and (2) to be uniformly 
decoupledfor k E [k, , kf - 11, it is necessary and sufficient that 
S;,,(k + 1) I’;(k) = 0 for k E [k, , k, - 11, 
i#j; i,j= 1,2 ,*.., m, (12) 
p = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n - 1, 
where the i-th row Z&(k) of SDc(k) is given by 
%,t(k) = +i@)t 
(13) 
%i(k + P) = %,,i(k + p)+“(k + 1, k), 
and Tjc(k) is the j-th column of T”(k). 
Proof. 
kf-1 
~Ji,Ak, - 1) = C <y,(k + 11, r?(k)) h(k), 
k=ko 
(14) 
where (., .) denotes the scalar product. From the definition given above and 
Eq. (14), it is evident that for the system to be uniformly decoupled it is 
necessary and sufficient that 
4(k) = (y,(k + l), rjc(k)) = 0, i#j; i,j= 1,2 ,..., m, 
k E [k, , kf - I]. 
(15) 
From (15) and using Eqs. (4), (5) and (13), it is evident that 
-G(k + P> lk+p+ = (%(k + P + 1) x(k + I), rj”(k + P)> lk+D=k 
i.e., 
Ez 0 i#j; i,j= 1,2 ,..., 112, (16) 
p = 0, 1) 2 ,...) n - 1) 
Z,(h) = <S;,i(k, + 1) x(k, -P + l), ri”(k,)) = 0. 
Since k, is arbitrary and x(.) # 0, the theorem follows. 
Comment 1. The inequality relation (11) is true if and only if the rank 
of the i-th subsystem of the vector 
[S;,,(k + 1) l-‘:(k) S;,,(k + 1) r,“(k) ... SLl,i(k + 1) r;(k)] (17) 
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is one for k E [k, , k, - 11. Let 
%iW m4 
s;, i(k) m) Pi(k) = . 
i . 1; 
i = 1 , 2 ,..., m. (18) 
%,A~, T4 
From the definition and theorem above it is evident that p’(k) is of the form 
Pi(k) 
such that the rank of the i-th column is one for k E [k, , k, - 11. 
In order to obtain the requisite F(k) and G(k) it is necessary to define 
certain indices di and the auxiliary {S,(k)} obtained from (13) by replacing 
P(k) by W). 
Let di be defined by 
dj = min{j : Sj,(k + 1) r(k) # 0 for k E [k, , kj -- 1] j = 0, l,..., n - l} 
(20) 
LEMMA 1. For some p < di , S,(k) = S,“(k) for k E [k,, , k, - 11. 
Proof. The proof follows by induction and by the definition of dj . 
It is evident for p = 0, the result is true because of equation (I 3). Let, for 
some p < di , 
Then from (13), 
fS-n+l,i(k + 4 -P + 1) = Sz,-p,,(k + 4 - p) +‘(k + 1 t k). (22) 
From (6) and (21), 
Xi-,+l,i(k + di -P + 1) = Ly,t-p,t(k + di - P>4(k + 1, k) 
+ &-,.i(k + di -P) r(k)F(k). 
(23) 
From (13) and (20), because di - p < di , 
&,+,,,(k + 4 -P + 1) = &-~+Jk + di -P + 1). (24) 
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By induction the lemma is proved, i.e., 
THEOREM 2. The system given by Eq. (1) and (2) is uniformly decoupled if 
and only if D(k) is nonsingular for k E [k, , kf - I]. Then the class of feedback 
matrices which decouple the system is given by 
F(k) = -D-l(k) H(k), 
G(k) = D-l(k) A(k), 
(26) 
(27) 
where the i-th row of D(k) is given by 
Di(4 =S,Jk + 1) W, (28) 
&<+l,dk + 1) 
H(k) = %+l*f +‘1 , 
I I S d_+mik + 1) 
(29) 
and A(k) is an arbitrary diagonal matrix, nonsingular for k E [k, , k, - 11. 
Proof (Suficiency). With the choice of F(k) and G(k) given by Eqs. (26) 
and (27) and by the definition of di , Eq. (18) takes the form 
P”(k) = i = I,2 ,..., m. (30) 
From (25), (27), and (28), it follows that 
Szi,i(k + 1) P(k) G(k) = Di(k) D-l(k) A(k) 
= X,(k) Ei for k E [k, , k, - 11, 
(31) 
(32) 
where Ei is a row vector with one in the i-th place and zeros elsewhere. Now, 
SC d*+l,i(k + 1) = Sdi+l,i(k + 1) - D,(k) D-l(k) H(k)* (33) 
In view of (29), 
%,,,i(k + 1) = 0 for k E [k, , k, - 11, i = 1, 2 ,..., m. (34) 
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From (13) it follows that 
s:,+f& + 1) = 0 forKE[k,,kf--- 11, p;:: 1. 
Hence P”(k) as given in Eq. (19) will be for the form 
0 
P(k) = [ 0 0 Xi(k) 0 31. 0 1 . 
0 
(35) 
(36) 
Because h,(k) # 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., m, k E [k, , kf -- 11, the sufficiency 
follows. 
part 
Necessity. Suppose the system is uniformly decoupled. Then from 
Comment 1 and the discussion following, it is evident that there exists at 
least one member in the i-th column of Eq. (19) which is not zero for 
k E [k, , k, - 11. By definition of di it follows, 
D?(k) G(k) = Ai E, 
where hi is nonzero for k E [k, , kf - I]. 
Thus, 
D(k) G(k) = diag{X,(k) ... X,(k)). (37) 
Since G(k) is assumed to be nonsingular for k E [k, , kf - l] it follows from 
(37) that D(k) is nonsingular. Hence, the necessity part follows. 
Hence the theorem is proved. 
It is difficult to choose F(k) as given by Eq. (29) such that the rank of Pi(k) 
is one for all k E [k, , k, - 11. An alternate approach for synthesis techniques 
with some arbitrary coefficients is given by Comment 2. 
Comment 2. The feedback matrix F(k) to decouple the system can be 
characterized as follows: 
where 
F(k) = -D-l(k)L(k), (38) 
L(k) = 
I 
S dl+l,l(k + 1) + 2 mj’(k + 1) Sj,l(k i 1) 
j=O 
(39) 
d,” 
s d,+l,m(k + 1) + C WYk + 1) Sj.m(k t 1) 
j=Cl 
and mji ‘s are arbitrary. 
As is evident H(k) of Eq. (29) is a particular case of Eq. (39). 
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Time invariant systems. The above discussions can be easily specialized 
for time invariant systems [fj]. 
The necessary and sufficient condition for the decoupling is that the matrix 
be nonsingular. 
Now, consider the continuous time system 
2(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), 
y(t) = c-x(t). 
This can be decoupled if and only if 
(41) 
(42) 
is nonsingular. 
D, = CAd”B (43) 
An interesting question which arises is the following: 
If sampling is introduced into the system, can the resulting system still 
be decoupled? The following gives a partial answer to this question. 
PROPOSITION. If the sampling interval T is arbitrarily small, the sampled 
system is decoupled. 
Proof. Make the following identification of matrices in (40). 
* = c, 
~4 = eAT, 
r = (I - eAT) A-lB, 
where T is the sampling time. Thus 
D = z+hcjd’r 
= c(eAT)dz (I - eAT) A-lB. 
For small enough T, 
D E Td”‘CAdiB + TCB. 
Thus, from the definition of di , D is nonsingular since CAdiB 
singular. 
CONCLUSION 
w 
(45) 
(46) 
(47) 
(48) 
D, is non- 
The decoupling of linear discrete time systems by state variable feedback 
has been discussed in detail. The discussion was initiated by definition and 
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theorems. Necessary and sufficient conditions for decoupling are presented 
and the class of feedback matrices which decouple the system is character- 
ized. Synthesis technique has been discussed. The results are specialized for 
time invariant systems and the results compared to continuous time problems. 
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